
London Mayhem



Overview
Fast paced
Action Packed
Incredibly versatile.

Although it is racing game it is not for the faint hearted. This type of game is aimed 
for those who have fire in there blood. For those who dare step into the world of 
dominance and destruction. It won't be easy but it will sure be thrilling.



Synopsis
London Mayhem takes place in a corrupted backwater version of London. Rules 
don't apply for this sport. Invest in your starting car, design to you choosing add 
attachments make friends and grind to transform your car, 

This event has an end goal, better known as death zone where all players in there 
dedicated server are required to battle is out in all out battle royale. Forced upon 
by a corrupt dictator



Competition
Here are some of the few games that we thought posed most 
threat to our product but challenge us aswell to make 
something unique and different than the rest.

t



Features
We've made our stunning map of london entirely interactive for the player. If you 
feel like crashing an enemy into the london eye  you can do that or if you've 
always wanted to experience the royal treatment players can enter buildings such 
as Buckingham palace and race right outside the queen's doorstep. London 
mayhem introduces a plethora of ways to play. Its up to you the player to decide 
how you race.  



gameplay
For London Mayhem we have implemented new and exciting gameplay which we are positive players will enjoy. 

Players will view and drive their vehicle in third person as a set defult. If the player so chooses you can adjust the camera to 
drive around london in the  following. 

● First person 
cockpit view ● Bonnet view

● Birdseye (Deathzone 
only)



Shadow system.
fire system is is a easy and mesmerizing set of instructions that helps shape the 
original gameplay that players will experience first hand in London mayhem.

We wanted to implement not only a gripping racing game but also a gripping 
action/fighting game. 

you can command your avatar to do feats never imagined before in a racing game 
of this spectrum. Some of these include, leaping from car to car, slow precise 
quick time events, simultaneous action Regardless players will obtain an 
experience never seen before because of the shadow. system.



Target Audience
After good deliberation and discussion we have all come to a final verdict that this 
game should be aimed for players 18 and thus giving it an age rating of PEGI 18.

Many factors took into account as the violent music, freedom of solly online play 
and the introduction of our fire system creating new and graphic  combat visuals 
only suitable for those over a certain aim.



CONTROLS 
Since London Mayhem Features cross platform gameplay across the main three 
consoles we have taken the liberty of showcasing rough draft of how the controls 
will be layout on each major system including Pc.



Concept art (Maps)



Development art 



Budget
Since this game is the first of its kind we didn't want to oversell it. For that reason 
we are selling at a retail price of 35 pounds instead of the typical 50.

We are also adding a deluxe edition with a retail price of 50.

Draft of what players may see in deluxe edition 



Enviormental sketches





Cars.
London Mayhem Will feature almost EVERY class type of car. Examples include

-Stock

-Super

-Sports.

Below is development art of one of our 3 main stock cars the player can choose 
upon starting the game. 



Legal and ethical Issues.
London Mayhem as I stated earlier will define the genre as a whole. On our step to 
revolutionizing the game we fully take action and responsibility of the content 
being produced. 

I can personally assure you all that our content in no way shape or form has be 
publicized to offend or trump anyone.

In the UNLIKELY event  that a situation like that may occur It will be  imperative as 
my first priority to rectify the problem in anyway I can.



Questionnaire 

Racing game Statistics

Shooting game statistics



London racing 



PURPOSE.
Since London mayhem is a racing game there will be no unfair advantage to a so called dominant 
software and each platform will run the same each achieving a capped fps of 60. Don't be deceived by the 
tone of this game. Although it is racing game it is not for the faint hearted. 

This type of game is aimed for those who have fire in there blood. For those who dare step into the world 
of dominance and destruction  Our dream here at TnM is for this game to revolutionize the genre of 
racing. I don't want people to look at racing games and assume it just upgrading and racing. We want this 
game to widen to a bigger democratic. We want it to contain the fundamentals of the racing genre but 
however mix in the thrill of survival and openness. We want the player to feel total freedom and 
confidence in his/her racing, and that's where London Mayhem Tick all the boxes.


